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THINK ON YOUR FEET&REG; TRAINING 

 Generate a group quote today  

COURSE LENGTH: 2.0 DAYS

Have you ever found yourself rambling on and stumbling for answers? Do you sometimes have a hard time 

communicating your ideas to others?

The PD Training Think On Your Feet® training course teaches you the "capsules-of-persuasion" concept - 10 

plans that structure one's ideas to achieve a quick impact and remove any guesswork from your 

conversations.

This internationally acclaimed workshop teaches critical skills to help you get your ideas across clearly, 

concisely and persuasively.

This dynamic training course is now available now throughout Australia, including Brisbane, Sydney, 

Melbourne, Canberra, Parramatta, Adelaide and Perth.

Please click the In-House Training tab to receive a free quote for courses delivered at your preferred 

location.
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THINK ON YOUR FEET&REG; TRAINING  COURSE OUTLINE

FOREWORD

The ability to Think on Your Feet® is now a core skill. It means getting your ideas across clearly, concisely, 

persuasively (and being remembered). Everyone wants you to get to the point - Quickly. Think on Your 

Feet® introduces the “capsules-of-persuasion” concept – 10 plans that structure your ideas quickly for 

immediate impact.

Learn key skills like how to make decisions quickly, handle difficult questions easily, avoid common 

communication traps, bridging from question to answer and much more.

 

OUTCOMES 

After completing this course you will have learned to:
 Speak with brevity, clarity & persuasiveness
 Master getting to the point and being remembered
 Effective fall-back techniques when caught off-guard
 Present ideas effectively and efficiently
 Handle questions more quickly, concisely & persuasively
 Add depth to ones own messages using "visual" pegs
 Avoid common communication traps
 Divide information into facets, aspects or perspectives
 Bridge from question to answer

 

MODULES

WEB LINKS

 View this course online
 In-house Training Instant Quote 
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